Is Governor Mark for Us?

Modern Governor, a product within the Learning Pool portfolio, is a collection of bite-sized e-learning modules designed to help School Governors develop their skills.

Governor Mark is an optional accreditation for School Governing Bodies to assess the effectiveness of Governance in their school.

Using case studies, this module aims to inform you of the necessary processes, timescale and involvement required by Governing Bodies to successfully achieve the standard.

Actively self evaluating your Governing Body is good practise, and is recommended by all the support agencies. Self-evaluation should be an ongoing exercise. Governor Mark is only one of several different systems that help a Governing Body practice self evaluation.

Module Title: Is Governor Mark for Us?
Module Duration: Approximately 1 hour
Module Composition:
   All About Governor Mark
   Case Study - John Kyrle High School
   Case Study - Thomas Reade Primary School
   Summing Up and Top Tips

Developed in consultation with National Governors’ Association.
Email: info@moderngovernor.com